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Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product K The beautiful thing about P99 HD: It leaves no film. After cleaning
fabric, carpet, floor mats, convertible tops, vinyl tops, seat upholstery, door panels, vinyl,
plastic, aluminum, you will have a clean surface free of any View Product Details. Product OER
reproduction retaining pin used by GM for various applications. Manufactured from injection
molded plastic as original, this retaining pin measures M4. Sold individually. Use as You can
blot away any greasy or watery spills with an absorbent cloth or tissue. This unique formula
quickly penetrates rubber trim and tires to hydrate and provide lasting protection. Simply wipe
on using a pad and TNT gel restores the look of faded tires, trim, bumpers, seals and
weatherstrip. Reproduction convertible top boot snap and screw set for Camaro and Firebird
models and any other vehicle that requires a screw-on style snap. These snaps are used to
secure the convertible top to the inner rear Reproduction of the original screws designed to
attach the weatherstrip channels for Camaro and Firebird coupe or convertible models. These
screws feature the correct style large head that is required for mounting Product MA This top
boot is what you want to order to achieve the highest quality original look. Each boot attaches
like original and is manufactured using factory style grain vinyl material. Made in USA Too keep
the boot clean and Product MP Reproduction convertible transition moldings for A-Body
models. These transition moldings mount on the quarter panels of convertible cars, either by
the quarter window front or near the trunk rear. Manufactured in Replacing your convertible top
is an expensive proposition that should be done once and done right. See clearly again through
your convertible's rear window with this quality replacement plastic rear window that includes
the surrounding material. Manufactured using correct pinpoint material and features black
interior Reproduction rear guide cables for Dodge and Plymouth models equipped with a
convertible top. Mounts to the frame at the back of the convertible top. Sold in pairs.
Applications: Barracuda Dart, Reproduction convertible transition moldings for Dart
convertibles. These transition moldings mount on the quarter panels, either by the quarter
window front or near the trunk rear. Manufactured in a two-part alloy that Reproduction of the
original style roof rail weatherstripping designed for use with Mopar A-body convertible models.
The roof rail weatherstrip mounts along the top front windshield and down the side of the roof
rails Reproduction convertible top cylinder for A-Body. After years of use, the factory cylinders
will wear out and leak. Manufactured from aluminum, the appearance is slightly different from
the original but will fit and Reproduction convertible mechanism covers for convertible A-Body
models. Manufactured in molded plastic for a direct replacement. Add new life to the rear well
area of your classic convertible by replacing the well liner with this brand new replacement.
After years of use, the original well liner usually deteriorates or is just plain worn out. Product
MD This OE style replacement motor and pump assembly features original style locations for
electric and fluid connections. Fits a wide variety of Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth, Imperial, and
Desoto models including, but not Reproduction rubber grommet to hold convertible top well
drain in place. For use in Dodge and Plymouth convertible models. Product ML Replacement
guide pin A and B body convertible models. Manufactured to fit like the factory original.
Replacement convertible drain tubes with grommets for Dodge and Plymouth models. Two
required per vehicle, sold in pairs. Product CM Universal replacement convertible top cylinder
hose. These OEM style universal replacement hoses are constructed from high quality nylon
tubing with brass fittings. Replacement top catch for convertible A and E-Body models. Made
from plastic and includes rivets. Two required per vehicle. Product MN Is your convertible top
moving, shaking and rattling so much it's driving you crazy? Replace your anti rattle clips today
to secure your top and reclaim your sanity. Sold as a pair. Reproduction chrome J hook for use
with all convertible Mopar models. Screws into the convertible top latching mechanism and
locks the top to the windshield frame. Replace your worn out top pads when replacing your
convertible top. Each pad is original in appearance and quality, utilizing cloth covering. Includes
quarter pieces for complete replacement. Used as reinforcement between Close Notification.
Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid
Detail. Spray Bottle. All Categories Body Components Convertible. Engine Engine Acc. General
Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal
business hours. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. Product MB. View Product Details. Product CES. Product CE
Impress those behind you with a chrome differential cover. This cover is for Dana 60 rear-axles,
includes the gasket, fill plug and chrome bolts. Product MM The Moser Muscle Pak gives you a
complete axle assembly ready to install in your Mopar. Assembly work has been completed by
Moser's expert technicians, all you have to do is add gear oil! You get a brand new Moser
stamped Product MN Factory-style replacement rear axle bearing retainer gasket for most A, B
and E-Body Dodge and Plymouth models. Made in USA. Original quality replacement rear

differential cover gasket. New gaskets should always be used whenever removing or replacing
rear end covers. This is factory replacement quality. Sold individually. Product RP Max-Gear is
an ultra-tough automotive gear oil. It makes gears run smoother, quieter, cooler and longer
without overhauls. Product AR These bolts add a lustrous contrast to a painted OEM cover,
compliment a chrome plated aftermarket version or add flash to If you are using your stock leaf
spring rear suspension and you have added horsepower to your engine; then you need to add
an adjustable pinion snubber. This helps control axle windup by adjusting the height to the floor
pan Product MD This system drastically improves geometry, traction, and handling by
separating the locating system from the spring, while lighter Product MABC Note: The pin is
longer than the orginal and should be trimmed down to Did you know the rear axle housing was
shipped to the assembly plant without the brake lines and fittings in place? The plant then
Replacement crush sleeve for setting up your rear axle. Crush sleeves cannot be reused if you
are changing a ring and pinion or the front seal. Includes pinion nut washer and pinion flange
nut. You get a brand new Moser Product P Each set includes enough bolts to mount the
differential cover to the axle housing. The pawl secures the axle end play adjusting nut once
proper bearing play is established. This chrome moly billet yoke is manufactured specifically for
Mopar differentials. Includes the yoke, u-bolt, and mounting hardware. Note: Uses series U-joint
sold separately that have a 2. Motive Gear offers some of the toughest drivetrain components
on the market today. The superior quality components is the result of years of These Pro-Series
ring gear bolt kits from ARP are forged from premium-grade chromoly steel and heat-treated to
a rating of , psi. Made in This is a quality replacement U-joint for your Mopar. Features: Cap dia.
These are genuinely direct from Mopar Performance. Sold as a set of Bolts sold separately.
Chrome differential cover bolts for Dana 60 rear axles. Master sets include ring and pinion
gears, Timken pinion bearings, seal, crush sleeve and nut, Timken carrier bearings, shim kit,
Yukon master overhaul kit for Chrysler 8. Included in this kit are Timken carrier bearings and
races, pinion bearings and races, pinion seal, complete shim kit, ring gear bolts, pinion nut, oil
baffles and Product JG Used by Joe Gibbs Racing in every rear end differential and
transmission gear box. This fully synthetic, unique SAE 75W gear oil reduces operating
temperatures by up to 15 degrees compared to other brand gear oils. Product FDM The
super-strong magnetic force holds FilterMag to the cover, is reusable and will reduce These
u-joint u-bolt kits are designed for use on stock and Yukon pinion yokes with u-joint size.
Includes: two u-bolts and four nuts. Made in the USA. This cast iron reproduction yoke is
manufactured specifically for Dana 60 rear axles. Includes the yoke, strap, and mounting
hardware. Note: Uses series U-joints sold separately that have a 2. This cast iron yoke is
manufactured specifically for Mopar differentials. Includes the yoke, and mounting hardware.
This forged steel reproduction yoke is manufactured specifically for Dana 60 rear axles.
Includes the yoke, retaining u-bolt and mounting hardware. Note: Uses series U-joint sold
separately that have a 3. This chrome moly billet reproduction yoke is manufactured specifically
for Mopar differentials. Note: Uses series U-joints sold separately that have a 3. Includes the
yoke, retaining strap and mounting hardware. These are factory replacement quality. This billet
steel yoke is manufactured specifically for Mopar differentials. The axle Includes 12 chrome
finished bolts and 12 Flat washers not chromed. These u-joint strap kits are designed for use on
stock and Yukon pinion yokes with u-joint size. Includes: two straps and four bolts. Work on
your differential third member safely and easily with this lightweight fixture. It can be clamped
or bolted to your work bench or simply mounted in a vise, and it fits neatly in your tool chest
when the job is Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes.
Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Moser rear end cover for 12 bolt rear ends. Semi
Gloss Black to make your rear end look amazing. Axle Nut Locking Pawl. Dana 60 4. Dana 60 3.
Filtermag Differential Filter Magnet. Mopar - 8. All Categories Rear End. Engine Engine Acc.
General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during
normal business hours. View Cart 0. Quick Order. Wish List. Begin Shopping Now! Select a
make below! Home Catalog Home. New or Hot Selling Items. Close Out Items. STEP 2 Subsection. Accelerator Pedal Kits. Hardware Kits. Pedal Gasket. Pedal Trim. Antenna Kits Bezels - Mast - Gaskets. Pads - Bases - Hardware. Armrest Ashtray. Clutch Pedal Stops. Carpet
Underlay - Sound Deadener. Console Carpet. Dimmer Switch Grommet. Extra Carpet Material.
Floor Mats - Dodge. Floor Mats - Plymouth. Console Doors. Mounting Brackets. Shift Lenses.
Top Plates. Woodgrain Inlay. Bezel With Air Conditioning. Bezel Without Air Conditioning. Brake
Light Housing. Glove Box Trim. Woodgrain Dash Inserts. Dash Pad Covers. Dash Pads. Upper
and Lower Dash Pad Caps. Dash Vent and Hose Kits. Dash Vents. Dome Light Assemblies. Door
Plugs. Door Sill Plates and Screws. Rear - Barracuda. Insulation Pad Retainers. Insulation Pads.
Glove Box Light Bulb. Glove Box Liners. Interior Door Handles - Billet. Parking Brake Handle.
Quarter Glass Latch Handle. Window Cranks and Hardware. Coat Hooks. Assembled Headrests.

Chrome Trim. Heater Control Repair Components. Heater Vent Cable Retaining Nut. Hood
Release Cable. Horn Cap Emblems. Rally Gauge Lenses. Sweep Gauge Lenses. Mast Felt Strip.
Panels With Speakers. Panels Without Speakers. Map Light Lens Kit. Rearview Mirrors. Jute
Padding. Interior Vinyl Paint and Dye. Paint - Scissor Jack and Handle. Plastic Preparation
Supplies. Covered Boards. Un-Covered Boards. Interior Screw Kits. Aircraft Style. Pushbutton
Style. Seat Belt Covers - Clips. Bench Seat Hinge Covers. Seat Adjustment Knobs. Seat Foams.
Elite Seats. Pro 90 Seats. Rally Seats. Seat Adaptors. Gatling Pistol Grip. Slot Pistol Grip. Solid
Pistol Grip. Boots and Seals. Floor Shifter Lever Kit. Pistol Grip adapter kits. Shifter Knobs Hurst. Shifter Knobs and Springs. Shifters - Hurst. Shifters - OEM. Shifters - TCI. Pistol Grip
Handles and Grips. Shifter Boots - Hurst. Shifter Boots - OEM. Trim Rings and Hardware.
Woodgrain Shift Knob. Cover Board. Speaker Reconditioning Service. Bearings - Seals Retainers. Column Covers. Volante-Hub Adapters. Volante-Steering Wheels. Rim Blow Wheels.
Standard Wheels. Tuff Wheels. Sunvisor Bushing Tips. Headlight Switch. Windshield Wiper.
Ignition Switch. Ignition Nut. Steering Column Tools. Trunk Mats. Door Jamb Windlace. If buying
more than one part, check the box next to the parts you want to buy and then click the
'Purchase Selected' button to add them to your cart. The following parts were successfully
added to your cart:. View Cart. Continue Shopping. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product ACP. The compact
SD7B10 is one of the most popular aftermarket compressors on the market. It features a
polished finish, a double V-groove clutch, View Product Details. Product ACN. It features a
natural cast aluminum finish, a double Product ACC. It features a chrome finish, a 6-rib clutch
pulley, and It features a natural aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a chrome finish, a
double V-groove clutch, and Product ACB. It features a black powder coat finish, a double
V-groove It features a chrome finish, a 8-rib clutch pulley, and It features a black powder coat
finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a polished aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch Product A Product
Replacement hoses which can be used to replace missing or broken originals which are prone
to disintegrate over the years. It features a black powder coat finish, a 6-rib clutch Product AM
AutoMeter coolant hose adapter kits for mounting gauge senders or probes directly into your
radiator hose. Ideal for vehicles with limited access to water passage ports on the engine. Made
in USA Manufactured from aluminum AutoMeter coolant hose adapter kits for mounting gauge
senders or probes directly into your heater hose. Made in USA Manufactured from solid It
features a polished finish, a 6-rib clutch pulley, and It features a natural cast aluminum finish, a
6-rib clutch The NotcHead fastening system will keep your braidedl lines secure and look great
while doing it! Once fastened down with the included hardware, your lines will snap in and out
of these clamps for a clean and simple Combine low and high pressure clutch cut-off functions
and electric fan engaugement signal at psi. The low pressure cut-off of these trinary switches is
30 psi and the high pressure cut-off is psi. Correct hardware can make any installation job
easier. Replace your missing or damaged hardware with these quality reproductions. This part
Product E Correct style wiring harness J-strap retaining clip used on various GM vehicles. This
reproduction wire retainer is stamped steel with a plastic coating to protect wiring as original.
Correct hardware can make any ABS plastic clip designed for use on many GM applications.
This push in style clips is used for applications listed below. Replace your missing or damaged
hardware with Product VUL. Product X. This hose bracket is designed to secure a pair of hoses
to the body or frame to prevent damage of the hoses and keep the engine compartment neat
and tidy in appearance. Product V. Vintage Air trinary switch kit for beadlock crimp hoses.
Vintage Air trinary swithes feature low and high pressure compressor clutch cut-off functions
plus an electric fan engagement signal at psi. The low pressure Product R Replacement push on
round flat nuts used on various vehicles. Zinc plated. This part is Each clamp is designed to
replace the original and offers an OE appearance. Correct for most Product RHA. With simple
plug-in connections no vacuum lines and fewer wires to route the panel operates our exclusive
This aluminum adapter will bolt directly to the suction inlet flange, converting it to AN male
thread. Sold each. Vintage Air SuperFlow horizontal parallel flow air conditioning condenser kit
with brackets. This 14"x25"x. Uses no. This aluminum adapter will bolt directly to the discharge
outlet flange, converting it to -8AN male thread. Includes adequate hose length to connect most
universal systems 14 assorted O-ring fittings and refrigerant oil. Includes 6 ft. Product RF
Protect your cooling system with this heater core coolant filter. Featuring heavy duty solid
brass construction, this filter is installed inline directly with the heater hose ahead of the heater
core to prevent dirt and Correct style side screw clamp used on various GM vehicles. Most
commonly used on vehicles on water pump bypass hoses. Replace your missing or damaged
hardware Product A. Product VA It pumps 8. Available in standard finish or polished as shown.
Fits all Vintage Air Product G Product AU Manufactured for the most discriminating restorer in
mind. Most commonly used for fuel and vacuum hose. Replace your missing or Product S Ideal

replacements for worn or rotted heater hoses. Non-corrosive stainless steel construction
conforms to tight bends and holds shape indefinitely. Rated for high temperatures and high
pressure, this is the ultimate heater Compressor Internal Oil Pump: Rebuild your original
compressor. The internal oil pump assembly originally installed on axial style air conditioning
compressors. Consists of an 1 inner and 1 outer rotor. Compressor Cylinder Locator Pin:
Correct cylinder locating pin used for the compressor cylinder. For use on all axial
compressors. Replace your Correct hardware can make any installation job easier Product YE
This standard drier is painted black and features a trinary safety switch along with all necessary
mounting hardware. Dimensions are 2. No adapter needed. U-nut used on verious models and
applications. For use with 8 screw size Panel Range:. Replacement U-clip nuts used on various
GM vehicles. Black phosphate coated. Quantities vary by model. Use as needed. Heater control
fastener clip is designed to replace the damaged or missing originals for the heater Includes all
eight clamps needed to completely replace radiator and heater hose clamps. This style tower
clamp was originally used from , Product WA Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All
Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Vintage Air under
dash louver black with accents for 2. Compressor AC Sd Quality replacement style heater hose.
This hose can be used for nearly all applications. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If
you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Classic Industries offers a wide selection of Weatherstrip for your Dodge
Dart. Product MA Factory-style replacement wide slot hood side stop bumper for various Mopar
A-Body models. Designed to factory specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop
bumper. Sold individually. View Product Details. Product MD Factory-style replacement hood
adjust bumper for A and B-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and manufactured
in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust bumper. This bumper features a 1" outer
Applications: Barrac Product This reproduction firewall pad fastener is designed to hold the
firewall insulation pad in place on various General Motors models. Each fastener is
manufactured from EPDM rubber replicating the original configuration Product GT Replacement
glass setting tape for various models. This glass tape holds glass firmly and permanently. Seals
against dirt, moisture, and will not stretch out of shape. Just fold it over the glass edge, insert
glass in the Reproduction of the radiator support to hood seal clip set designed for Camaro and
Firebird models with air conditioning. Each clip is injection molded to original specifications.
Clips are designed to hold the hood This hook tool has a small, round steel ball on the end.
Once the steel ball is inserted down into the rubber gasket, it is very difficult for it to come out.
If it should slip out of the gasket, there is less of a chance you Product AB. NotcHead 4-piece
firewall ring kit for heater and air condoning hoses. Install these threaded rings in firewalls,
inner fenders, or bulkheads of a variety of thicknesses. Product K OER butyl rubber sealant for
installing front windshield or back glass installation. Can be used on virtually all models of
Chrysler, GM, and Ford that did not use a contoured molded style weatherstrip for installation of
the Product A This reproduction door weatherstrip clip is used on most GM vehicles which
require plastic push in clips. These hook into holes in the door rubber weatherstripping and
hold the weatherstrip to the door. Also used on Most GM Product AP. NotcHead firewall rings
for heater and air condoning hoses. OER reproduction retaining pin used by GM for various
applications. Manufactured from injection molded plastic as original, this retaining pin
measures M4. Use as Professional windshield removal tool for all vehicle applications. Features
an aluminum handle with diamond cut pattern for added grip. Heavy duty braided wire secures
the pull handle to the cutting blade. Large durable The lockstrip insert tool is is specifically
designed for self-sealing two-piece rubber weatherstripping. The eye of the tool threads locking
strip into the groove and inserts it into the channel. When it comes to relining the door and
quarter window channels, this Mohair liner material is what you'll need. A finely textured mohair
lining material with a rubberized backing. Inside the door, there are "U" shaped Precisions's
weatherstrip lubricant significantly reduces friction, thereby reducing the installation force
required to assemble parts and fittings. This is a non residue lubricant, once it dries it becomes
invisible. Product AM. Use the rope in tool when working with rubber gasket set glass. The
unique counter-grip plastic handle injects the rope through its stem as it is pulled around the
gasket. There is plenty of enough durable rope to fit around Reproduction of the original screws
designed to attach the weatherstrip channels for Camaro and Firebird coupe or convertible
models. These screws feature the correct style large head that is required for mounting
Permanently seals windshields, back glass and other places where Product MB Designed to
factory specifications to correctly Sometimes you are forced to punch a hole in your firewall to
get additional wires into the engine compartment, but that hole you cut is sharp and can
potentially sever wires. To help prevent this, install this universal wire Product BC Reproduction

of the original fender skirt rubber seal designed for use on various Chevrolet models.
Manufactured to correct dimensions from quality EDPM rubber that replicates the original in
fitment an appearance Reproduction roof rail weatherstrip channel screw set for Camaro,
Firebird, and other various GM models. These screws feature the correct style large head that is
required for mounting coupe weatherstrip channels. Factory style replacement hood adjust
bumper for A, B and E-Body models. Replacement wiper pivot gaskets for all Mopar A-Body
models. These gaskets are manufactured to the correct original shape to keep water from
leaking into the vehicle. Made in USA. Replacement clutch pedal stop bumper for various
manual transmission-equipped Dodge and Plymouth applications. Manufactured in rubber as
original for an authentic appearance. Applications: A-Body Dart Factory style replacement
firewall grommet for all models equipped with a foot pump washer pump. Replace your
damaged or missing grommet with a brand new one. Applications: A-Body Barracuda Da rt
Product LW Replace your worn out or missing traction bar rubber snubbers with these quality
units manufactured by Lakewood traction bars. Sold as a pair. This replacement paint gasket
set is the most correct and complete paint gasket set available on the market. Manufactured
from OEM style material and laser cut for a proper fit. These replacement tail lamp gaskets are
laser cut to original specifications making them the most correct on the market. Each set
contains the necessary gaskets for both tail lamps on one vehicle. Mad e in USA. Factory-style
reproduction of the rubber door bumper that mounts to the door on most all Plymouth model
vehicles. This bumper is manufactured as original for a perfect fit and function to help keep the
doors aligned These factory-style replacement back-up lamp lens gaskets install between the
lens and the back up lamp housing. Each set comes with a variety of firewall These replacement
park lamp lens gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the originals. Reproduction of the
original roof rail weatherstripping designed for use on Dodge Dart models. The roof rail
weatherstrip mounts along the top and down the side of the door openings and seals between
the top of window Product MAA. Reproduction splash shield sets for various models.
Manufactured to look and fit like the originals, these masticated rubber splash shield sets
included all the necessary pieces to completely restore your vehicle. Help keep water and dirt
out of the engine bay by installing a replacement hood to cowl seal. Applications: Barracuda
Dart Valiant. Factory-style replacement trunk bumper for various A-Body models. Designed to
factory specifications and manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the trunk bumper.
Applications: Product MN When doing a full restoration it is a very good idea to replace all o
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f body plugs under your vehicle. Plugs are used to seal off bolts under your vehicle to prevent
dirt from entering. Set contains the correct size and style These Delrin plastic bumpers mount
on the back side of the front seat bottoms and elimninate Reproduction of the original style
door seal weatherstripping designed for use on the applications listed below. Each weatherstrip
will replace the factory original offering a tight seal keeping water and other unwanted Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
Products Categories All Categories Weatherstrip. View As: Grid Detail. Lockstrip Insert Tool.
Weatherstrip Application Lubricant. Glass Seal Rope-In Tool. Correct staple to install fender
skirt splash aprons for various models. Large Traction Bar Rubber Snubber. All Categories
Weatherstrip. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with
this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

